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Ministry was also anxiously awaiting republication of The

s&aaa Earner.

During August 1976, the information/media specialist

arrived and immediately began work to repair the unit's

printing aguipment and set up a new darkroom. On his arri-

val the communication support project still had not identi-

fied a pilot region in which to design and test communica-

tion support strategies for client-centered development.

With the arrival of the information/media specialist,

formal editorial training cf the reassigned technical offi-

cers began at the ISO. Originally, the project planned to

combine this training with gathering material and rewriting

for $he Ghana Farmer. However, immediately after training

began, a serious problem became evident. The technical

officers that now formed the ISO editorial staff had all

been trained as agriculturalists, and their only previous

writing and reporting experience had been gained through

preparing reports. Also, most of them lacked the confidence

in their abilities and their positions to professionally

interview senior Ministry officials. This problem was

compounded by Ministry officials who tended to treat the

editorial staff, not as reporters, but rather as junior

officers. Based on the judgment of the information/media

specialist, the staff did not have sufficiently refined

writing skills to produce even rough drafts of publishable

articles.



Because of these problems, publication of T&e Ghana

larmgr, if it were to be more than a verbatim collection of

academic research, would have to be delayed until additional

reporting and writing skills were developed by the ISO

The communication support project could not afford to

begin a program of classroom training unrelated to produc-

tion required by the Ministry. To solve this problem, addi-

tional extention publications were given priority over %he

MSSa Zarjngr as a focus for editorial work.
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One of the early requests for ISO assistance in produc-

ing an extension publication had come from the National Bab-

bit Project. This project had started relatively success-

fully with direct support from the then ruling Supreme

Military Council. The National Babbit Project's founder and

manager, Newlove Hamatah, was not a formally trained animal

husbandry expert, Mamatah had come from a background in

adult education. However, he had become convinced that

improving local breeds of rabbits, and providing Ghanaian

farmers with the improved stock was a viable method to

attack problems of meat storage, protein requirements, and

cash income generation on rural farms.



Hamatah was a self-taught expert en rabbit breeding and

had become a recognized international authority. He had

developed a large breeding facility near Accra, and had pro-

duced sufficient purebreds and hybrids to begin distributing

them to potential breeders, when Hamatah first approached

the ISU in June 1976, his project had recently been placed

under the Department of Animal Husbandry in the Ministry.

Mamatah negotiated for several weeks with the ISO and

the communication support project over a publication detail-

ing cultural practices of rabbit breeding and care. Because

the project wanted to assure that the publication was as

useful as possible to farmers in different areas of the

country, additional material had to be gathered. However,

as discussions with Mamatah continued, it became clear that

diffusion of this locally developed innovation was not

mainly a problem of persuading farmers to adopt. Hamatah

had more offers for his hybrid and purebred rabbits than he

could fill. However, there was considerable concern about

whether the diffusion of rabbit breeding would be equitable,

reaching the rural areas where it would do the most good.

To achieve equitable diffusion, Mamatah required the

support of hy sup the Department of Animal Husbandry and the

Ministry as a whole. He eventually confided that Ministry

officials and several elites in Accra were skeptical about

both public acceptance of rabbit meat, and the National Bab-

bit Project in general.



While equitable and effective diffusion of rabbit

breeding required various communication support products

including an extension booklet, communication support was

also required to assist the National Babbit Project in gain-

ing a higher priority within the Ministry itself.

Prior to the publication of the rabbit breeding book-

let, the communication support project manager arranged to

have rabbit served as the meat dish at a major Ministry

function for senior staff. The Commissioner of Agriculture

tasted rabbit for the first time at this function, reporting

later that he had thought it was chicken. Most senior staff

shared his pleasant surprise when the source of the meat was

announced. Several others also admitted they had never eaten

rabbit before.

In another attempt to obtain improved support for the

National Rabbit project, the communication support project

arranged for Mamatah to be featured on a weekly television

program co-produced by the ISO and the Ghana Broadcasting

Corporation (GBC). This was done with full knowledge that,

while few farmers had electricity, much less television,

most senior government officials watched the show.

Publication of the rabbit booklet corresponded with the

completion of major renovations at the ISO. Ministry offi-

cials were invited to the unit to celebrate the ISO's return

to productivity, and each member of the delegation was given



a complimentary copy of the publication. The communication

support project's choice of this publication to indicate

renewed ISO operations also helped focus Ministry attention

on the National Babbit Project.

Each of these activities was related directly or indi-

rectly with the process of publishing the booklet. Without

the request for the booklet, other forms of support for the

National Babbit Project would not have been justified

according to ISU and project priorities.

Throughout the communication support project's tenure

in Ghana, it continued to devote resources to assisting the

National Babbit Project to improve its credibility with

agencies whose support it required if diffusion of rabbit

breeding was to be carried out equitably and effectively.

The project also used ISO support of the National Babbit

Project as a focus for exploring a diverse set of communica-

tion related activities and media products. These included

research, slide tape production, demonstrations, training,

and rabbit breeding trials involving the rural population.

Details of these activities will be described in the follow-

ing chapters.

These activities were the communication support pro-

ject's first expansion of communication support beyond media

production, and demonstrated its willingness to deal with

target audiences within the institutions that affected

assistance to the farm population.



Despite these activities, the communication support

project's work with the National Babbit Project never became

the primary focus for pilot region exploration of client-

centered communication support. The Rational Babbit Project

had no rural institutional framework and it remained, like

the Fertilizer use Project, dedicated to an isolated innova-

tion that offered a potential solution to only a limited

aspect of small farmers* lives.

£roject_^dfi£tgd_Dgvglo£ffient
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The early experience of the communication support pro-

ject taught its staff that a narrow definition of communica-

tion support not only restricted the project's functions,

but also constrained it from applying various strategies

that could potentially promote equitable, client-centered

development within institutions that supported these goals.

The six month period between March and August 1976 was

a period of both frustration and growth for the communica-

tion support project and its staff. It was also a period in

which the staff grew increasingly concerned over the pro-

ject's failure to move substantially into a rural pilot

region. Aware of the curtailed resources of the project,

and with increased knowledge of the fragmentation and com-

plexity of the Ministry in the regions, the project manager

had decided that the project could only afford to move into



a rural area effectively as an adjunct to a rural program

with substantial resources of its own. Prior to August

1976, each of the projects and programs that had been

explored had been limited conceptually to a deterministic,

mono-innovation approach and none had spare resources to be

dedicated to rural activities by the project and the ISO.

In August, a new opportunity was found. Shortly after

the arrival of the information/media specialist in Accra,

the communication support project manager made a trip to

Ghana's Upper Region. On this trip, he spent four days with

the newly appointed program manager of a soon to be opera-

tional! zed, region-wide agricultural program.

As planned, this new program would approach agricul-

tural development with client-centered goals. It would not

attempt to diffuse a series of innovations within the

fiegion, but would bring in a large package of innovations

proported to be relevant to local farmer needs. The program

would also contain sufficient flexibility to allow for the

farmers to express new problems and needs to which the pro-

gram would respond.

All 125,000 farm families in the Upper Region were

planned as the clients of the new program, and it contained

a mechanism for giving the farmers a new means of organizing

themselves and influencing the program's priorities. The

program did not emphasize direct attempts to influence the



attitudes and behaviors of farmers among of its goals.

Bather, program goals emphasized changing the regional

institutions and physical environment in ways that would

allow for improved agricultural production.

The new program's resources reflected considerable

thought on the enormity of the tasks it proposed to accom-

plish. Funding included over $50,000,000 with over 50 per

cent allocated to imported equipment, farm supplies, and

other resources unavailable in Ghana.

Despite its size and location in the region most remote

from Accra, this new program appeared to have both a philo-

sophy and a set of resources that would allow the communica-

tion project a wide range of activities. Even before he had

returned to Accra from his four day trip, the communication

support project manager had decided that the Upper Hegion

would be the setting in which the project would begin to

explore, design, and hopefully test client-centered communi-

cation support strategies that would expand the functions of

the ISO.

Sgmmarv.

This chapter describes the initial cuts in the communi-

cation support project resources and its battle to regain

these resources through alternative means. The implications

cf a change in the ISO organizational position were



described as improving its status and giving each of the

Ministry's departments equal access tc ISO services. The

problems of recruiting counterpart staff were related to

civil service regulations, but still the project had consid-

erable success in obtaining other local staff and additional

expatriate assistance.

Two cases of project assistance to Ministry projects

Here shown to be considerably different although both dealt

with attempts to diffuse innovations. In the first case,

the complexity of the innovation was found by the project to

be greater than suggested by the research project that

developed it. This additional complexity was discovered in

the process of gathering information needed to translate the

research results into a practical extension manual. Produc-

ing an extension booklet was shown to include talking with

potential adopters and members of the institutions that

would be held accountable by adopters if the innovations

caused problems.

In the second case, work with another project on an

extension publication evolved into activities attacking a

different type of constraint. In this case the Ministry

itself was not particularly supportive cf an innovation that

had been developed outside its direct control. The communi-

cation support project found it necessary to use publication

of an extension booklet about this innovation as the focal



point for a variety of other activities oriented to improv-

ing support for the innovation within the Ministry. The

extension booklet itself became a source of information

about the innovation for Ministry policy makers and lower

level staff. Activities of the project supporting this

innovation went beyond media production, and included

demonstrations, and direct lobbying by the communication

support project staff.

The complex goals of the communication support project

in producing each of these media products included demon-

strating to the Ministry that the ISO was again becoming

productive, and training the ISO editorial and production

staffs.

The chapter concluded by recounting the project staff's

frustration at not being able to identify a pilot area and a

trip to the Upper Region on which a new program was intro-

duced to the project manager. This program appeared to have

the potential to provide the project with institutional sup-

port in a rural setting. This Begion was therefore chosen

as a pilot area in which to explore communication support

for client-centered development.

The next chapter describes the activities of the pro-

ject in the pilot region and an eventual proposal for a

national communication support system fcr the Ministry.
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This procedure was possible because the PAO Regional
Office in Ghana needed local funds to pay local
expenses. The Ministry allocated local currency to
meet a portion of the ISO's equipment needs to FAC,
which set up a Trust Account in foreign currency of an
equivalent amount. The initial amount of foreign cur-
rency generated through this procedure was approxi-
mately $18,000. It was used to buy production and
training equipment.



CHAPTER V

COMMUNICATION SUPPORT FOB
INTEGRATED AGRICULTURAL

PROGRAM

iDtroductjCD

The decision to assist the Opper Region Agricultural

Development Program (URADEP) changed the focus and potential

cf the communication support project. This chapter has six

sections, five of which are oriented primarily toward

ORADEP. The first describes URADEP as planned. The second

reviews the process by which the communication support pro-

ject analyzed ORADEP's plans and needs in the area of commu-

nication support. The third describes the actual communica-

tion and training institution that the project attempted to

set up for ORADEP.

The fourth section describes a communication support

effort outside the parameters of this training by renewing

the previous description of the project's support of the

National Rabbit Project. This section describes the widen-

ing of this support as rabbit breeding was introduced in the

pilot region. Fifth, the chapter provides an example of

activities undertaken by the project in the service of



UBADEP that dealt with improving its relations to the Minis-

try of Agriculture in Accra.

The sixth section deals with the final months of the

project. It describes a proposal written by the project to

the Ministry of Agriculture that outlined the steps neces-

sary to institutionalize communication support for agricul-

tural development in Ghana.

XHg.a£££ai^l^g£ort_as_a_£B££gP_PlaD

The planning of the Upper Begion Agricultural Develop-

ment Program took place over a two-year period. The Minis-

try of Agriculture had had little success with its programs

in the Upper Begion. The upper Begion was farthest from

Accra and, partially because of its sub-sahelian climate,

the most fragile in terms of potential food shortages. In

1974, a World Bank mission identified the potential for an

integrated agricultural program within the region. Follow-

ing a formal request from the Ghanaian Government and two

additional missions, the upper Begion Agricultural Develop-

ment Program (UEADEP) was proposed by joint world Bank,

British Government, and Ghanaian Government teams.1 Approval

came in mid-1976.

The comprehensive Appraisal Be port written by these

missions became the predominant operational, organizational,

and fiscal planning tool for the Program. This document.



entitled "Appraisal of Upper Region Agricultural Development

Project - Ghana,"z provided the UHADEP staff with a compre-

hensive outline of the Region's agricultural problems and a

set of integrated solutions tailored tc the culture and con-

straints of the Upper Eegion. The program outlined in the

Appraisal Beport had been developed from a basic integrated

agricultural development model that had been the basis for

world Bank loans to Nigeria and Malawi.3

Because this document was used as a basic planning

guide by everyone within UHADEP during its initial stages,

the background, organizational, and operational sections are

reviewed here in some detail.

The Upper Begion

The Upper Region has about ten per cent of Ghana's

population (about 930,000) and about 125,000 farm families.

The cash income of a typical farm family was estimated to be

about C280 cedis ($220) per year in 1975.*

The Appraisal Beport provided a succinct agricultural

overview of the Upper Region:

The Region is endowed with a hardworking community
of small farmers that has developed an ability to
survive in a steadily declining environment caused
by increasing population, onchocerciasis and other
health hazards, declining soil fertility, worsen-
ing soil erosion, sporadic lack cf water, and the
absence of proper infrastructure and services.
Their ability to survive is closely associated
with a husbandry system of intricate mixed crop-
ping that is designed to give maximum insurance
against vagaries of climate and disease.5



While the Upper fiegion farmers proved themselves hardy

by their continual survival in this harsh area, they were on

a path leading to declining production cf even their low

yielding but hardy varieties, soil erosion was increasing

rapidly as bush fires ravaged vast areas annually and more

fields remained in continuous production year after year to

meet the needs of a growing population-

The harshness of the physical environment was com-

pounded by poor roads and a traditional system of scattered

farms, cash crops like tomatoes often brought a minimal

return for the farmers. Lou farm gate prices were dictated

by a lack of transportation into the rural markets and lack

of organization by the farmers themselves. Small farmers

were usually at the mercy of the market women and those who

would risk their vehicles to buy at the rural markets. The

centralized locations of farm supply cutlets in district

capitals made transporting inputs to the farms extremely

difficult. These factors, along with the absence of loan

facilities, prevented small farmers from boosting yields

through utilization of modern innovations such as fertiliz-

ers and improved seed.

Institutional support of agriculture in the Region was

inadequate. The departmentalization of the Ministry of

Agriculture created a large number of mutually exclusive and

noncomprehensive extension efforts. The long discrete arms
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of each department controlled regional versions of programs

planned in Accra with little coordination and minimal

Government resources for regional agricultural develop-

ment were disproportionate to population. From 1971 to 1974

only 2.4 per cent of the Ministry's budget went to the Upper

Region, despite the fact that ten per cent of the nation's

population lived in this nearly exclusively agricultural

Hegion.*

The lack of institutional support for agriculture in

the Region was evident in the short supplies of farm inputs

and the inadequate resources provided tc the various exten-

sion staffs. A drive through any of the Begion's districts

revealed a multitude of vacant Ministry buildings and broken

down machines.

Prior to OBADEP's inauguration, members of the Minis-

try's regional staff were fond of summarizing the institu-

tional support problems by telling visitors a joke. If you

made an error in the Ministry Headquarters, you might be

sent out to a rural post far in the bush. If you made a

mess of your rural post you were sent to the Upper Begion

headquarters.7

These basic problems — the Begion's harsh environment,

an underdeveloped physical infrastructure, and inadequate

institutional support — were the areas UBADEP was designed

to address.



URADEP's Planned Goals and strategies

URADEP was intended to affect the entire Upper Region.

Its two principal objectives were "to increase agricultural

production and thus farm incomes, and to establish permanent

farmer support services.8

To accomplish these objectives, the ORADEP Appraisal

Heport proposed a redefinition of agricultural service,

intensification of extension efforts in crop and animal pro-

duction, development of needed physical infrastructure, a

major effort to arrest soil erosion, and development of spe-

cialized commercial and financial institutions to assist the

Region's farmers.9

Within this broad framework of general objectives and

strategies, the Appraisal Report provided relatively spe-

cific plans, budgets, personnel requirements, and opera-

tional objectives. Detailed plans were provided in the

areas of farm development, physical infrastructure, institu-

tional support, and development planning.*°

The farm development section, a key element to the

entire program, specified the establishment of Farmer ser-

vice Centers (FSCs) within the Region. DRADEP plans

included establishment of 90 FSCs. In total, the FSCs were

to be located so as to bring agricultural inputs and ser-

vices close to all of the Region's farmers.



The essential nature of the FSCs was noted in the

Appraisal Report:

Each center would serve some 1300 farmers within a
radius of 5-6 miles, and would be the focal point
for farmer groups and associations, agricultural
extension, nutrition and health services, market-
ing, rural engineering (blacksmi thing), mainte-
nance of farm machinery and eguipment, and the
supply of inputs.11

In addition to the FSCs, farm development provided for

farm inputs, improved grain storage systems, better animal

health services, development of ten large ranches, a seed

multiplication and research unit, establishment of radio

transmitting facilities to broadcast within the region in

four languages, a pilot functional literacy program, a pro-

gram directed at improving human nutrition, and a program to

expand the in-service training opportunities of the 1700

personnel working on the ministry of Agriculture's staff in

the Region.iz

Physical infrastructure development under URADEP would

mean construction of 120 new small dams and rehabilitation

of 100 existing dams, provision of about 700 village water

wells, a soil conservation program to protect approximately

400,000 acres of land from further erosion, construction of

project buildings including the FSCs, supply of vehicles to

assist with input distribution and staff movement, and con-

struction of two 9,000 ton per annum cotton ginneries.n



Institutional support under UBADIP would call for

establishment of the Farmer Services company (UK), limited

(FASCOH). This company was to sell all farm inputs through

stores located at each FSC. The company was to set up fis-

cal linkage to the Bank of Ghana, to several commercial

banks, and to ORADEP itself. It would operate independent

of the Program under its own board of directors. The FASCOH

plan also contained a provision to establish a fiscal equity

link with the Upper Eegion Farmers themselves. Through pay-

ment of a surcharge on FASCOH distributed products, the

farmers would be contributing to a trust fund which would

eventually build up equity to be shared by participants.

Other forms of institutional support outlined in the

Appraisal Beport were strengthening the regional branch of

the Agricultural Development Bank (ADE) , assisting the

regional development corporation (UBDECO) , providing the

regional Ministry of Agriculture organization with a com-

plete Project Management Unit (URPBU), adding a Land Devel-

opment section to the agricultural services in the region,

adding a Planning and Monitoring and Evaluation Department,

and adding a Communication and Training Department.14

The Organization of ORADEP

ORADEP*s planned organization would have five depart-

ments comprising the program management Unit (ORPMU) with



technical and operational linkages to FASCOH and a variety

of related agencies within the Upper Eegion and at the

national level. Five UHPHO Department chiefs were to be

recruited. They would be directly responsible to the pro-

gram manager. The planned organization of URADEP is shown

in an organogram taken from the Appraisal Report and noted

here as Figure 5.1.is

The five departments were Field Operations, Accounts

and Procurement, Administration and Personnel, Planning and

Evaluation and Monitoring, and Communication and Training.

Basically, the Field Operations Department brought all

of the existing regional departments cf the Ministry of

Agriculture under a coordinating umbrella and added organi-

zations specifically needed in the Upper Region. Most mem-

bers of the Ministry's departmental staffs would be respon-

sible to URADEP Field Operations Department. Most field

operations of the Ministry's departments within the Upper

Region would come under the Field Operations Department.

The field operations of URADEE would be coordinated by this

department's chief.

The second department. Accounts and procurement, would

be responsible for preparation of annual budgets and coor-

dination of URADEP monetary assistance to FASCOM, the Agri-

cultural Development Bank, The Cotton Development Board, the

Ghana Broadcasting Corportation (GEC), and the related
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commercial banks. It would also set up a procurement system

to take local conditions and the intricacies of

international competitive bidding procedures into account.

This department would establish a complete accounting

section for the Program.**

The third department, administration and Personnel, was

to handle all personnel matters: recruitment, staff trans-

portation, office management, security, and staff housing.

URADEP's administration would be different from the equiva-

lent departments within the Ministry because of OHADEP's

high degree of autonomy and parastatal status. As a para-

statal body, many of UfiADBP's higher ranking personnel could

be recruited under fixed-term contracts, with service and

salary conditions not constrained fcy civil service regula-

tions and scales. However, the majority of the Program's

employees were to be seconded (temporarily transferred) from

the apper Region Ministry organizations. Although they

would continue their employment relationship with the Minis-

try with regard to promotion and other benefits the seconded

staff could be given special priviledges by UfiADEP, The

Administration and personnel Department would need to work

out a system to accommodate the peculiarities of OEADEP as a

"hybrid" organizational entity within the Ministry.
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The fourth department. Planning, Evaluation, and

Monitoring (PEMD), would be charged with evaluating the Pro-

gram on a continuing basis. The department's evaluations

would assist management, and permit effective supervision.*7

To accomplish these evaluations, the department would

carry out a baseline survey within the Eegion and follow

this up with periodic surveys to provide longitudinal

data.I* The survey design accommodated exploration of such

variables as farmer response to UBfiDEP actions, changing

patterns of farming, and incremental farmer incomes due to

OBADEP investment.1*

This department would also carry on an existing program

of market price monitoring and would attempt to devise a

system for utilizing market price information to assist

farmers in obtaining the best prices for their surplus har-

These four departments would rely on the services of

the Communication and Training Department. Plans for the

Communication and Training Department laid out in the

Appraisal Report entailed diverse activities.

The Appraisal Report recognized that serious problems

in communication, education, and training would need solu-

tions if agricultural development were to proceed.20

Seventeen different languages including English were

spoken in the Region. Seventy five per cent of the



population could be reached by using three local languages.

However, each of these was distinctly different and there

was no "lingua franca." Only two local languages spoken in

the Region had a written version. Estimates of illiteracy

ranged from 30 to 95 per cent.2*

In response to these constraints, UBADBP's plans con-

tained a functional literacy pilot scheme, a regional radio

network, and plans to greatly expand extension contact

between the farmers and agricultural service personnel.

The functional literacy pilot would have 1,500 partici-

pants split between two sites located on opposite ends of

the Begion (about 140 miles apart). In setting up this

scheme, the Communication and Training Department would

develop functional links with the Hinistry of labor. Social

Welfare, and Cooperatives. In addition, the department

would establish and produce two rural newspapers in two

local languages for use by the scheme and its client farm-

ers. The department would also produce extension brochures

and slide tapes in conjunction with the Catholic Missions in

the Region.22

Regionally generated programming put out over a UEADEE

FM radio network would fall under the purview of this

department. Existing Ghana Broadcasting corporation facili-

ties were inadequate. Therefore programming would not begin
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immediately. First, transmitters and studios would be built

and a staff of radio broadcasters with skills in the

Begion*s main languages would be trained by GBC Once this

was accomplished, the OBADEP funded Upper Region transmit-

ters would begin broadcasting 55 hours cf locally produced

programs per week. The Program planned to supply over

20,000 battery operated receivers at subsidized prices to

the Region's farmers.*3

The Communication and Training Department plans called

for the department to establish a "new approach to train-

ing. "2* over an old Ministry operated Farmer Training Insti-

tute and set up a modern facility capable of multiple course

levels for every section of the DHADEE staff. Training con-

ducted by the department involved general staff induction,

specific training courses for the extension staff task

forces, refresher courses, management courses, technical

courses covering Program oriented innovations, accounting

courses for FASCOfl and USADSP clerks, and other courses as

needed.as

The department would assume responsibility for follow-

up of staff training, URADEP public relations, and the pro-

duction of training materials, extension publications, and

audio-visual aids.

To satisfy these tasks, the planning document provided

the Communication and Training Department with one



expatriate, three other senior officers, six training

officers, two community development officers, four clerical

staff, and a production staff consisting of one junior

illustrator.2«

URADEP Linkage of External Organizations

The five departments organized as the Program Manage-

ment Unit were coordinated by their respective chiefs under

the Program Manager. Despite the internal coordination pos-

sible through DBADEP's autonomous status, the Program could

not hope to succeed without defined linkages to a variety of

government and private institutions which would affect its

funding and operation.

FASCOM was the organization most intimately related

UBPMU. This new commercial organization would not only free

the URADEP field staff from involvement in the distribution

of farm inputs, it would provide the farmers with an invest-

ment in the Program. FASCOM was one cf several new or

existing organizations to be linked to DBADEP's operation.

These links were shown in an organcgram in Figure 5.2.2?

The solid lines in Figure 5.2 depict neither authority

or communication, but rather a technical linkage at both

program and national levels, operational linkage, depicted

by dotted lines, denotes the formal communication channels

between UBADEP and the other organizations.



Figure 5,2: Eesource, Funding
and Technical Linkages of UBADEF
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The committees shown in Figure 5.2 were new entities to

be established along with URADEP. Their efficient operation

was important to assure a free flow of communication into

and out of the Program since the several uncoordinated chan-

nels linking the Region to the National level organizations

were to be discontinued.

Prior to URADEP, for example, messages and orders

between the Department of Animal Husbandry in Accra and the

Upper Region office of the Department of Animal Husbandry

were direct and discrete from messages and orders sent

between other departments and their regional offices.

Under URADEP, if a question within the Animal Husbandry

Section of the ORADEP Field Operations Department needed

clarification from the Department of Animal Husbandry in

Accra, the proper channel would be chief-of-Field Operations

to the Technical Committee and then to the Department of

Animal Husbandry (the director of each Ministry department

was to be a member of this committee). The channel was to

be used in both directions. The overall plan intended to

create a system of regional coordination of most Upper

Region agricultural activities, AS a by-product regional

decision-making power would be substantially increased.



The chart shown in Figure 5.2 also suggested UBADEP

would have a much broader scope than previous Ministry defi-

nitions of the "agricultural sector". The Appraisal Beport

included references to an wide range of institutional,

infrastructural, technological, and fiscal relationships

that were considered essential to program success. An

interesting note was the inclusion of the Farmers Associa-

tions as one of the equity linkages tc FASCOM. (see Fig.

5.2) These associations would gain fiscal equity in the FSCs

through a return of a surcharge on FASCOM sales. These

associations were, like the Technical Committee, new organi-

zations that would have to be established along with UEADEP

The chart also revealed the lack cf any communication

linkage between URADEP and the World Bank or the British

Government. Both organizations were investing large sums of

money into UEADEP (over $30 million), had considerable

impact on the implementation and evaluation of the Program.

Although the World Bank and the British Government would

have a veto in recruitment of all expatriate staff, these

organizations were not linked technically or operationally

on this summary chart.

Another missing linkage was the relationship between

the Program and the various non-governmental organizations

(HGO's) operating agricultural projects within the Upper
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Region. Their relationship to OBADIP was left unclear in

its plans.

Despite these missing links, OBADEP's internal and

external organization and linkages as outlined provided a

highly complex plan. For some involved in the initial on-

the-ground operations of UEADEP, this planning document

became a starting point from which to adapt and modify. For

ethers, the Appraisal Eeport was perceived as a rigid opera-

tional definition to be closely followed and defended.

Design_ana_2lanniag_cf_gSAB32ls
G2maaaicaiion_ana_graining

The involvement of the communication support project

with OBADEP began with the August 1976 trip to the Upper

Begion for the Program's inauguration ceremony. Afterward,

the project redirected significant resources toward assist-

ing UEADEP to begin operations.

By October 1976, the Senior principal Secretary of the

Ministry had agreed that the project's association with

OEADEP was a suitable pilot activity fcr the ISO. From the

communication support project's perspective, OEADEP provided

the potential resources for exploring communication support

for integrated agricultural development.

The embryonic state of OBADEP between August 1976 and

April 1977 allowed the communication support project to

operate in a unique role. Because ISO staff began working



in the Upper Eegion immediately, for ever five months the

Communication and Training Department was the only opera-

tional department of URADEP. Other departments could net

begin operations until a chief was recruited and senior

staff had arrived, communication and Training began work in

September with the manager of the communication support pro-

ject as its acting head.

During this eight-month period, the loan from the florid

Bank was not activated because of administrative problems

and UBADEP was also without foreign funds, other than a

start-up fund in local currency, UBADEP had no control over

the Ministry's Upper Begion budget and methods for placing

Ministry personnel under the Program had not been clarified.

Thus, despite the knowledge that over C60 million would flow

into the Region through the Program, and that soon the Pro-

gram would control most of the Region's agricultural opera-

tions, there was a six-month period when those representing

the Program had few resources and little direct authority.

This situation created problems for several of the

URADJ3P senior staff who began to arrive early in 1977. But,

for the staff from the communication support project, com-

pared to the problems they had experienced in their own pro-

ject, the situation in the upper Region was a relief. With

the upper Region as a project pilot area and URADEP as the

Program around which assistance would be centered, authority

and resources would be relatively assured.



Despite the many peripheral duties required of special-

ists during the birth of a Program as large and complex as

OBADBP, most of the project's work was devoted to examining

URADEP's communication support requirements. Three related

activities demanded immediate attention if a communication

support system for URADEP was to be successfully imple-

mented. They were:

1. Design and implementation of a strategy to gain sup-

port for ORADEP start-up operations among the

Region's farmers and the Ministry staff.

2. Reassessment of the staff and funds required by the

Communication and Training Department.

3. Rehabilitation, expansion, and equipping of a train-

ing facility to replace the Farm Institute at Nav-

rongo.

Clarification of URADEP's Role
Needed in Upper Segion

The first of these activities was required to forestall

ORADEP from creating problems by forced entry into its oper-

ational phase prematurely. In early trips to the Region,

the communication support project staff visited a wide range

of regionally based organizations and leaders involved in

agricultural development. Among the problems encountered

during informal interviews with these leaders was a percep-

tion that URADEP expatriates and outsiders were going to
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take over the Kegion and control all agricultural projects

and resources.20

Another problem surfacing in discussions with regional

leaders was the preconception that URAEEP would discriminate

as to which farmers it would assist. Rumors presisted that

an organized group claiming to represent the World Bank Pro-

ject had been calling meetings of farmers in the rural areas

and extorting money from them by promising preferential

treatment by the Program once it got under way.

Among Ministry of Agricultural regional staffs some

officers spoke of the program as a threat to their Ministry

jobs; others saw it providing them with higher salaries and

more job benefits; and a third group saw it providing them

with the needed resources to accomplish their assigned jobs.

Sven the Region's contractors had preconceived notions

about the large sums involved in the Program. Contractors

were willing to supply large amounts of materials without

cash as long as the world Bank Project was mentioned as the

receiving organization.

The most skeptical group identified during these early

visits to the Region was the staff from the various "non-

governmental organizations" (NGO's) operating agricultural

assistance projects in the Region. Host of these organiza-

tions operated small projects, concentrating for prolonged

periods on small groups of farmers. The sheer size of the



new Program evoked serious doubts about its viability.

Also, the fact that these organizations had not been

included formally in most of URADSP's plans, despite their

long experience and dedication in the Begion, contributed to

a generally negative attitude toward the Program.

These real and potential problems were complicated by

the lack of any campaign or office dedicated to explaining

the actual plans and organization of the new Program, That

ORADEP would begin with, at minimum, a false image, and more

likely a negative impression about what it would be bringing

to the Region was a distinct possitlility. The communica-

tion support project recognized this danger in late 1976 and

devised a plan to clarify UEADEP for both Upper Region farm-

ers and the Ministry's regional staffs.

OBADEP Explained at the
Regional Agricultural Show

The project explained the basic structure, methods, and

goals of OEADEP to a wide cross section of the Region's

farmers through a display at the annual regional agricul-

tural show.

This show's history spanned from the colonial era and

was the largest annual regional activity. A team of ISO

staff with help from some of the agricultural teachers at

the Navrongo Farm Institute worked on the display.29



The display was intended to create an impression of

URADEP's size, its comprehensive approach to agricultural

problems, and its efforts to provide service to every

regional farmer. The display also represented ORADEP as an

umbrella agency willing to assist other programs and pro-

jects in the Region. Finally, the display attempted to por-

tray ORADEP as an agency which, despite its size, was acces-

sible to farmers and welcomed participation and advice.

The display was about twice as large as those normally

erected at the agricultural show. Basically, it was con-

structed by amalgamating the 1:50,000 map sheets covering

the Region. The map sheets were mounted on a plywood back

measuring 13 by 24 feet. Locations of the 90 FSCs, the

radio stations, the training center, DRADEP headquarters,

and the district centers were shown on the map and connected

to a legend by brightly colored strings.

Various elements of ORADEP's service programs and its

organizational structure were explained in charts and photo-

graphs on the side walls of the display. To foster partici-

pation, a platform was built, allowing farmers and others to

view the map and study towns and villages at eye level. The

display offered many persons their first opportunity to see

a map with sufficient detail to locate their rural homes

accurately and to consider their relationship to other

regional features.
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Staff from the ISO and the Farm Institute who worked at

the display spoke three of the local languages and wore mon-

ogrammed OHADEP shirts. They explained the Program and

helped people find their homes on the map, while stressing

the close location of the relevant proposed FSC. This staff

had spent an afternoon in mutual briefings, continually

downplaying any suggestion of a large scale impact by OfiADEP

during the upcoming growing season. They explained to farm-

ers that the size of the Program and its need to obtain

equipment from overseas required it to begin operations

slowly and deliberately.

The OKADEP display was well received, with approxi-

mately 30,000 people attending the twc-day show. Those

attending included the Commissioner of Agriculture, the

Begional Commissioner, and many members of the regional

staffs of the Ministry of Agriculture. In addition to

explaining ORADEP to a large number of people, the display

brought participating ISO, Farm Institute and communication

support project staffs in contact with many influential

government officials and chiefs from the Opper Eegion.

These contacts' proved beneficial over the next two years.

The display's design, construction, and participation

also gave project and ISO staff an opportunity to work

closely with staff from the Navrongo Farm institute. The

latter became the communication support project's base in

the Opper Region.



Extension Officer Seminars
Helped Establish Training Needs

Use of the agricultural show to try to create a posi-

tive regional image for URADEP was part of the project's

initial effort to assure that misconceptions about the Pro-

gram's plans did not become dominant within the Region. The

show reached farmers directly, but it was not an all perva-

sive channel- A second channel for both direct and indirect

contact to the Region's small farmers was the regional

extension staffs.

Over 500 extension officers worked for various Ministry

departments in the Upper Region. These officers eventually

became "extension task forces11 as ORADEE assumed authority.

These men and women would represent URADEP in the FSC's.

They comprised the largest groups to be trained by the Com-

munication and Training Department, Their attitude toward

ORADEP, their knowledge of the Program, and their abilities

to carry out its strategies and to serve the Region's farm-

ers were crucial to the Program's plans.

The communication support project had learned of the

diverse opinions and lack of specific knowledge about ORADEP

among the Ministry's staffs. Shifting this diversity and

lack of knowledge toward a favorable opinion and sound know-

ledge of the Program's operational plans became a pilot

region priority in early 1977.



In order to accomplish this task, the communication

support project held a series of three day seminars at the

Farm Institute for over 400 extension officers from across

the Region during February and March. February and March.

The seminarsfs schedules left little time for detailed plan-

ning. However, it was necessary to held them in March in

order to finish before the rains began and before the offi-

cers were needed for normal extension duties. The timing of

the seminars also provided the communication support project

an early opportunity to gather data about the extension

staff's knowledge and skills. These data became input for

designing training curricula for the Program.

The seminars served the communication support project's

effort to set up ORADEP's communication and Training Depart-

ment in several ways. Through its emphasis on "mono-concept

training" the Appraisal Report had suggested that the exten-

sion staffs lacked technical knowledge about relevant agri-

cultural innovations. Discussions with over 400 extension

officers and their superiors during these seminars indicated

that technical knowledge about general Upper Region agricul-

tural practices and several of the relevant innovations was

not a significant problem. Seminar members also demons-

trated a keen knowledge of the organizational structures and

procedures in both regional and national offices of the Min-

istry. However, they displayed very little knowledge or



skills that would allow them to manipulate these structures

and procedures to improve extension efforts.

From the perspective of the extension staffs, major

constraints on their effectiveness with farmers related

almost exclusively to Ministry problems, poor equipment, no

transportation, poor service conditions, and slow Ministry

payment of expense claims and allowances were mentioned

repeatedly.

Structured group exercises led by the communication

support project revealed a lack of training in group and

interpersonal communication concepts and skills. The

staffs, however, showed general enthusiasm for additional

training in these areas. They agreed that, regardless of

other changes, additional training in these areas might well

result in improving overall extension work. During discus-

sion sessions, the extension staffs continually raised the

lack of institutional support as a major cause of slow

development in the Region. There was little mention that

farmers might be too rigid individually or culturally to

resist innovative practices and ideas.

Problems of institutional support, of communication

skills training, of media support for the extension staff,

and lack of organization in agricultural campaigns were

raised by the extension staff and discussed during the sem-

inars. This last problem was explained through several



regional versions of the "disaster stories" heard by the

project in relation to other mono-innovation campaigns.

One example given by several extension officers told

their assignment to increase tomato production around a

large dam in order to feed a newly opened tomato canning

factory. A complete package of supplies had been designed

by the Ministry to encourage farmers to participate. Some

extension officers reported that they even had been success-

ful in assisting villages to obtain farm input loans. Dur-

ing an entire dry season the farmers worked on the irrigated

fields. The crop was good, but, as it ripened and was har-

vested, no vehicles came to transport the tomatoes to the

factory. Tons of tomatos rotted at the edge of the fields.

The next year these same extension agents were asked to

return to the same villages and ask the same farmers to

again grow tomatoes for the factory. They reluctantly

returned and were able to get some farmers to participate.

That year the vehicles did arrive at harvest time, but no

one would tell the villagers what price they would receive

for their crops. The extension officers did not know the

official prices, and eventually one chief was taken to the

tomato factory. Factory officials told him the price had

not yet been set by Accra headquarters. The farmers had no

options and the tomatoes were picked up from the fields

before they rotted, weeks later, the farmers learned that



the factory's price was less than one quarter of the local

market price.

The next year these same extension officers were asked

to go to the same villages to ask the same farmers again to

grow tomatos for the factory. Again they went.

That these officers continued to dc their assignments

was surprising to the expatriates at the seminars. That

there was a morale problem among the Ministry staffs was a

surprise to no one.30

The communication support project additionally focussed

its seminar efforts on an explanation of the basic struc-

ture, goals, and timing of OEADEP to the extension staff.

The aim of this focus was to stop the numerous rumors about

UfiADEP and to begin shifting the Ministry's staff from their

departmentalized mode of operation and toward a more inte-

grated operational structure. The explanation was also

intended to leave the Ministry staff with a coherent picture

of URADEP which they could pass on to their farmer clients.

The seminars were organized during a three-week period

in January, overlapping with the presentation of the OBADEE

display at the agricultural show. In order to prepare for

the arrival of the participants, the Farm Institute had to

be cleaned up and classrooms and dormitories had to be

revamped. Many extension officers travelled over 100 miles

to Havrongo in open ten-ton trucks, but once they arrived



they were accommodated with clean rooms and good meals.

They were listened to and had their first opportunity to

supply input into planning for the Communication and Train-

ing Department and UBADEP as a whole. These factors

appeared to create a positive attitude by most participants

toward the Communication and Training Department and toward

DBADEP's plans.

Reassessment of UBADEP's
Communication and Training

fiesources

The agricultural show display and the extension officer

seminars provided more than an explanation of UEADEP to

relevant groups. These activities also made significant

contributions to the communication support projects's

reassessment of the Communication and Training Department.

During this early involvement in the pilot region the

project continually discussed what it was accomplishing for

the Program as well as the overall needs of UEADEP for com-

munication and training support. Compared with the elabo-

rate designs for other UBADEP departments, Communication and

Training appeared to have had much less planning. After

several trips to the Upper Begion and participation in the

agricultural show and the seminars, the project clarified

UBADEP's communication and training needs.



The appraisal Beport grossly underestimated required

communication and training resources in three major areas.

1. Technical training for the Program's innovations

could be done by ORADEE staff from several depart-

ments. But there was no'provision for teaching of

effective training techniques. In addition, the

training plans outlined in the Appraisal Report

neglected communication skills for the extension

staff and organizational communication skills for

management staff.

2. Training of rural broadcasters was delegated to GBC's

training department in Accra. This training depart-

ment had no one from the Upper Region or who spoke

the local languages which would be used by the

regional broadcasts. In addition, training in Accra

would preclude the types of field assignments that

would be a necessary part of gaining rural broadcast-

ing skills.

3. The Appraisal Report called for the communication and

Training Department to produce two local newspapers;

all of the extension and training materials for the

Program; and presumably, internally required forms,

reports, and signs. Despite the complexity and

diversity of these requirements there was no provi-

sion for a printing or photography staff. Only one

junior grade illustrator had been planned.
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The project took the program identified needs and con-

straints from in the Appraisal Bepcrt and drew up a realis-

tic composite of OBADEP's Communication and Training Depart-

ment. The new department design assumed OBADEP's operations

would be dominated by one of its unique components — the

Farmer Service Center.

The F5C was the main interface between the Program and

the Region's small farmer population. If positive change

occurred in the farmers' lives as a result of UBADEP, the

source of this change would most likely be in their interac-

tions with the FSCs. The communication support project work

assumed that the FSCs held the key to farmer organization,

farmer education, farmer service, and farmer participation

in their own development. The project used this perspective

and the experience gained through work en the agricultural

show and the seminars to reassess the Communication and

Training Department.

The first new department requirement was a larger and

more complex staff. Orienting the department toward the

training and communication needs of the FSCs as a first

priority required reallocating the resources originally

planned for the functional literacy pilot program. Techni-

cal training of semi-skilled extension assistants recruited



under 0HADEP to bolster the existing extension staffs

required a cadre of training officers. A higher than

planned level of officers was needed tc train the trainers.

Communication skills training for extension staff and organ-

izational communication training for management staff were

both required. The department also needed additional expa-

triate technical assistance to help with this training and

training management.

Plans for training rural broadcasting personnel were

the second area significantly changed by the project. No

local language capability existed within GBC's training

staff, and the ORADEP radio programming was significantly

different from anything else in the country. Adopting an

FSC-centered perspective toward a regional radio required

that proposed programming be oriented in a non-traditional

way. The programs had to do more than encourage popular

participation in ORADEP, educate the Region's population

about cultural diversities, and tell farmers about proper

timing and husbandry techniques. Although FSC's could bene-

fit significantly from the programming that used OBADEP as a

source, they would benefit more and begin functioning as

planned when the PSC's themselves became sources as well as

the receivers of radio shows. With the FSCs as information

sources, some reporting could be devoted to locating solu-

tions developed in one FSC area with programming directed at

sharing them with other areas.



Gathering information and creating programs about local

solutions to local problems would be a new form of broad-

casting in Ghana. It reguired broadcast training immersed

in local culture and reporting practice within the Begion.

The training staff required to allow this type of broadcast-

ing had to be supplied by, and located at, the Communication

and Training Department.

A third area added to the department's design by the

communication support project was a printing and photography

section. The project was leery of an integrated program

relying on only one medium for mass communication support.

The Appraisal Report had suggested that the department pub-

lish at least two rural newspapers for the functional liter-

acy pilot, extension materials, training materials, and also

the Program's reguired forms and reports. The staff semin-

ars suggested the difficulties in staff coordination and

morale that URADEP would have to deal with regionally. The

program manager had noted in early conversations with the

project the necessity of an organizational newsletter. The

printing department reguired production personnel and senior

design staff to coordinate publications and integrate

printed materials when necessary into multi-media packages

for training and extension support. In this department,

staff training was essential.



The fourth change made by the project was to add new

positions to the administrative section of the training

facility. The goal of this change was separation of the

administrative functions of the training facility from aca-

demic activities. The project's early activities had

quickly demonstrated that designing and carrying out a com-

plex training program required an academic head who was

relatively free from the tremendous amount of work needed to

keep any Upper Region institution functioning. In an econ-

omy suffering from high inflation and chronic shortages of

supplies and materials needed to feed students, an Institute

administrator had a full time job of carrying on a construc-

tion program, and operating a fleet of vehicles.

These changes were made with full consideration of

required funds. But the project chose to first determine

what was needed to provide the support required and then to

look for additional funds.

Additional Communication and
Training Resources

ORADEP officials agreed by early 1977 to provide funds

for competitive local salaries for justifiable new positions

in the Communication and Training and other Departments.

UBADEP's status as a parastatal organization removed the

civil service restrictions on salaries and promotions and

allowed the department to advertise nationally and to

recruit skilled staff.



Having found a solution to the problem of obtaining

local expertise, the project focused en increasing the

budget for expatriates in rural broadcast training and com-

munication skills training.

Additional expatriate assistance was obtained through

initiation of a project sponsored by the government of the

Netherlands. A Dutch rural communication consultant had

been in contact with the communication support project man-

ager about a Dutch proposal to start an African-based exten-

sion training program. He was persuaded to bring a Dutch

team to Ghana's Upper Region in March 1977 to discuss locat-

ing a project in Navrongo with URADEP as its primary client.

Within eight months a project was approved and activated.

It incorporated a trainer from Radio Netherlands Training

Center, two specialists in communication and agricultural

extension training, a graphic artist frcm the Dutch State

Printing House, and over $200,000 in equipment and materi-

The Dutch government named the project. Training in

Eural Extension for National Development, TREND. The asso-

ciated Dutch agencies that proposed and eventually supported

TREND began providing input and advice for modifications of

the Communication and Training Department even before TBEND

began operations in the Upper Region.



Rehabilitation of Havrcngo
Farm Institute

The third concern of the communication support project

in the early months of its upper Begion involvement was the

training facility for the Communications and Training

Department. Rehabilitation of the Havrongo Farm Institute

was begun in late 1976 and required resources far beyond

URADEP's budget for the department.

The institute was one of six low level training facili-

ties run by the Manpower and Training Section of the Minis-

try's Department of Agriculture. It was originally set up

to train middle school leavers and men from large state

farms in mechanical repair and mechanized agriculture during

the years following Nkrumah's regime. Most of the machinery

and equipment at the institute was supplied by OSAID, and

Americans had served on its staff until 1972. When DSAID

assistance ended, the source of repair parts for the machine

tools, tractors, and implements was cut off. As the equip-

ment wore out and broke down the Ministry changed the one-

year curriculum's emphasis from mechanization to general

agriculture. While the institute was still in operation in

1976, the entire facility was in a state of dilapidation and

disrepair.

only six Technical officer level instructors taught at

the institute and the 76 students spent most of their time
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working on the school's fields. One cf two classroom blocks

and one administrative block had lost their roofs in a wind

storm two years previously and had never been repaired.

Electricity was seldom available from town, and the standby

generators had been broken for two years. Water did not

flow into the dormitory during the dry season, and basic

sanitation facilities were inadequate. Serious problems

existed with every physical aspect of the school, and its

staff was incapable of making necessary improvements.

Drastic changes were needed to allow the institute to

function as a multi-media production center and modern

training facility for each grade of UHADEP staff and to

house the Communication and Training Department. Rehabili-

tation was not budgeted within ORADEP except for provision

cf C70,000 for new furniture for the dormitories. Initial

estimates for rehabilitation not counting new construction,

sanitation, or electrical systems for the 20 acre facility

were over C500,000.

In late 1976, the communication support project had

already set a tentative schedule for the extension seminars

to be held in February and March at the Navrongo Farm Insti-

tute. Because these seminars were only two months away Min-

istry officers in the Begion were asked to improve the sani-

tation and general state of the institute as much as

possible. A senior Agricultural Officer responded


